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A love unlike any other, but it's not what you think. A woman recalls her first love in early 1960s Brooklyn. The only child of a hard-working
immigrant couple, Masha ricochets between Mama's strict discipline and Papa's unconditional love and protection. She adores Papa, who
shields her from real and imagined threats-and occasionally from Mama-as he gently guides her through the triumphs and troubles of kiddom. Papa is the only one privy to Masha's innermost thoughts, feelings, fears, and secrets, and is the rudder that gently guides her through
the sometimes choppy waters of her young life. Through his stories and by example, Papa tenderly nurtures Masha into becoming a selfassured girl who packs a great right jab and knows that no obstacle is too great for her to overcome. Masha's self-confidence cocoon,
though, depends heavily on the strength and permanence of Papa's support and backing, something she takes for granted and assumes
always will be true . . . . . . until Masha's best and worst day collide on the same date and transform her life forever.
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her mail: "Who are you?" and "Where does the world come from?" Before
she knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with a mysterious philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is
not only a mystery, but also a complete and entertaining history of philosophy.
Inspired by the true story of Raymond the Mule, who runs with the wild horses on the Outer Banks of North Carolina, this story will entertain
children of all ages. Follow Raymond as he makes a new friend on a family vacation to the beaches of Corolla, NC.
In engaging, accessible chapters, expert teacher and author Anne M. Beninghof lays out a road map for providing specially designed
instruction in any classroom. This book equips you with the answers to the most frequently asked questions around incorporating special
education services into the general classroom – What is SDI? Who is responsible? How do we make it happen? Focused on creating an
effective planning process that you and your team can follow to develop specially designed instruction, this toolkit includes dozens of practical
examples, worksheets, and prep tools to ensure readers walk away with a thorough understanding and ready-to-use ideas. Whether you
have years of experience working with students with disabilities or are new to the profession, this critical guide provides effective strategies
for every classroom.
Falling in love with fisherman Ben, who she tutors in exchange for his services, Reconstruction-era plantation mistress Abigail Sinclair is
devastated when Ben becomes entangled in her father's illicit Ku Klux Klan activities.
The 200 miles of open beach front protecting the North Carolina coast make up a beloved destination. Vast beaches, historic lighthouses,
and rich and varied flora and fauna make this landscape a beauty to behold. From the Lost Colony to the site of the Wright Brothers’ first
flight, from sunrise to sunset, this stretch of coast holds memorable scenes for all ages and interests. Journey through the Outer Banks will
delight travelers and armchair tourists alike, whether you are planning your next trip or looking for a memento to remember your last visit.

Throughout its history, New England College has been recognized for innovative academic programs and leadership in
experiential education. Founded in 1946 to offer educational opportunities to veterans eager to return to the workforce,
the college pioneered an accelerated and demanding three-year degree program, unique at that time. From the earliest
years to the present day, the faculty has included practitioners active in their fields and fostered learning partnerships
with external organizations. In 1971, the college acquired a British campus and became one of the first American
institutions to offer students a full four-year degree program outside of the United States, an innovation in cross-cultural
experiential education. In recent years, the college has effectively utilized technological advancements to extend the
reach of its creative and supportive learning community, while still challenging individuals to transform themselves and
their world, maintaining a curriculum focused on experiential learning, and fostering collaborative relationships among
members of the community.
Teaching and Learning at a Distance is written for introductory distance education courses for preservice or in-service
teachers, and for training programs that discuss teaching distant learners or managing distance education systems. This
text provides readers with the basic information needed to be knowledgeable distance educators and leaders of distance
education programs. The teacher or trainer who uses this book will be able to distinguish between appropriate uses of
distance education. In this text we take the following themes: The first theme is the definition of distance education.
Before we started writing the first edition of Teaching and Learning at a Distance we carefully reviewed the literature to
determine the definition that would be at the foundation of our writing. This definition is based on the work of Desmond
Keegan, but is unique to this book. This definition of distance education has been adopted by the Association for
Educational Communications and Technology and by the Encyclopedia Britannica. The second theme of the book was
the importance of research to the development of the contents of the book. The best practices presented in Teaching and
Learning at a Distance are validated by scientific evidence. Certainly there are “rules of thumb”, but we have always
attempted to only include recommendations that can be supported by research. The third theme of Teaching and
Learning at a distance is derived from Richard Clark’s famous quote published in the Review of Educational Research
that states that media are mere vehicles that do not directly influence achievement. Clark’s controversial work is
discussed in the book, but is also fundamental to the book’s advocacy for distance education – in other words, we
authors did not make the claim that education delivered at a distance was inherently better than other ways people learn.
Distance delivered instruction is not a “magical” approach that makes learners achieve more. The fourth theme of the
book is equivalency theory. Here we presented the concept that instruction should be provided to learners that is
equivalent rather than identical to what might be delivered in a traditional environment. Equivalency theory helps the
instructional designer approach the development of instruction for each learner without attempting to duplicate what
happens in a face to face classroom. The final theme for Teaching and Learning at a Distance is the idea that the book
should be comprehensive – that it should cover as much of the various ways instruction is made available to distant
learners as is possible. It should be a single source of information about the field.
Category theory is unmatched in its ability to organize and layer abstractions and to find commonalities between
structures of all sorts. No longer the exclusive preserve of pure mathematicians, it is now proving itself to be a powerful
tool in science, informatics, and industry. By facilitating communication between communities and building rigorous
bridges between disparate worlds, applied category theory has the potential to be a major organizing force. This book
offers a self-contained tour of applied category theory. Each chapter follows a single thread motivated by a real-world
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application and discussed with category-theoretic tools. We see data migration as an adjoint functor, electrical circuits in
terms of monoidal categories and operads, and collaborative design via enriched profunctors. All the relevant category
theory, from simple to sophisticated, is introduced in an accessible way with many examples and exercises, making this
an ideal guide even for those without experience of university-level mathematics.
In May of 1718, Edward Teach, also known to the Pirating world as Blackbeard, led a week long blockade of Charles
Town harbour (today known as Charleston, South Carolina). His only demand was a chest of medicine. After having his
demands met, he sailed north with his flotilla into Beaufort Inlet, where he scuttled the Queen Anne's Revenge, handpicked a crew, and left the rest on a sandbar. Six months after receiving the chest from Charles Town, Edward Teach
was killed off the coast of Ocracoke, North Carolina. The story doesn't end there. This was no ordinary chest, and it
certainly wasn't a chest of medicine. Blackbeard could have sacked any town on the east coast and procured a chest of
medicine. This was a chest that dated back to the first century, and made its way to America on a Templar ship. This was
a chest that could change the world.Benjamin and Nathaniel Pennywise, along with their uncle, Ottaway Burns, discover
a clue while diving off the coast of Ocracoke that takes them on an adventure spanning two continents. They must outwit
a sinister group of treasure hunters who will stop at nothing to lay hold to the chest so they can use it's contents to further
their agenda. Pennywise - The Hunt for Blackbeard's Treasure, is a fast-paced adventure that will leave you questioning
recorded history.
A collection of eleven colorful folktales from the coastal regions of North Carolina
More than seven million people visit the Outer Banks of North Carolina every year, and they all fall in love with its coastal
Southern cuisine. The Outer Banks Cookbook is a true celebration of the many flavors of North Carolina’s coastal
communities with an emphasis on local food and products. The second edition features beautiful full-color photographs
and more than 100 easy-to-follow recipes for appetizers, chowders, entrees, desserts, cocktails, and more. Included are
family recipes, traditional dishes from locals, and specialties from the many restaurants dotting the Outer Banks.
Focuses on a business perpective by using examples from the business world to illustrate accounting concepts.
When you purchase the Library Bound mystery you will receive FREE online eBook access! Carole Marsh Mystery
Online eBooks are an easy, effective, and immediate way to read your favorite Carole Marsh Mystery on the go! Each
web-hosted Online eBook is filled with the same exact pages as the book, plus additional features like pages that "flip"
with a fun sound as you read, a full chapter directory, full-screen and thumbnail viewing capabilities, and more! ¥ Online
eBooks allow readers to access their book anytime, from anywhere - by using a computer, tablet, or other device with
Internet access. ¥ They require NO additional access or hosting fees ¥ When you purchase a library bound Carole Marsh
Mystery book, you get unlimited access to the Online eBook version for FREE. ¥ You don't need to download Online
eBooks¥ They are available to you online 24/7! ¥ Online eBooksare available exclusively from Gallopade, and are
compatible with Macs, PC, iPad, and other devices with Internet access. Mimi tells Christina and Grant a mystery story
about North Carolina's Lost Colony, complete with two boisterous boys, kidnapped coins, a foggy graveyard, a missing
friend and a moonlight trip on an old sailing ship! LOOK what's inside this mystery - people, places, history and more!
PLACES - North Carolina: Manteo's waterfront area ¥ The Graveyard, Manteo ¥ Kill Devil Hills ¥ Sharktooth Sea ¥
Rodanthe ¥ Roanoke Sound ¥ Shallowbag Bay on Ice Plant Island ¥ Wingina, Chief of the Indians ¥ Ocracoke Island
Wild Ponies and Island Inn ¥ Elizabeth II; Dimensions, Materials used, design. PEOPLE: Sir Walter Raleigh ¥ John White
¥ Eleanor Dare ¥ Virginia Dare ¥ Queen Elizabeth Blackbeard the Pirate ¥ Mighty Midgetts of Chicamacomico ¥ The
Werowance. HISTORY: Legend of the Banks Pony ¥ Elizabeth II ¥ Difficulties in survival in the New World: Food and
Habitat. Like all of Carole Marsh Mysteries, this mystery incorporates history, geography, culture and cliffhanger chapters
that will keep kids begging for more! This mystery includes SAT words, educational facts, fun and humor, built-in book
club and activities. Below is the Reading Levels Guide for this book: Grade Levels: 3-6 Accelerated Reader Reading
Level: 5.4 Accelerated Reader Points: 2 Accelerated Reader Quiz Number: 140441 Lexile Measure: 890 Fountas &
Pinnell Guided Reading Level: Q Developmental Assessment Level: 40
EBONY is the flagship magazine of Johnson Publishing. Founded in 1945 by John H. Johnson, it still maintains the
highest global circulation of any African American-focused magazine.
Leftist firebrand Fredrik deBoer exposes the lie at the heart of our educational system and demands top-to-bottom
reform. Everyone agrees that education is the key to creating a more just and equal world, and that our schools are
broken and failing. Proposed reforms variously target incompetent teachers, corrupt union practices, or outdated
curricula, but no one acknowledges a scientifically-proven fact that we all understand intuitively: academic potential
varies between individuals, and cannot be dramatically improved. In The Cult of Smart, educator and outspoken leftist
Fredrik deBoer exposes this omission as the central flaw of our entire society, which has created and perpetuated an
unjust class structure based on intellectual ability. Since cognitive talent varies from person to person, our education
system can never create equal opportunity for all. Instead, it teaches our children that hierarchy and competition are
natural, and that human value should be based on intelligence. These ideas are counter to everything that the left
believes, but until they acknowledge the existence of individual cognitive differences, progressives remain complicit in
keeping the status quo in place. This passionate, voice-driven manifesto demands that we embrace a new goal for
education: equality of outcomes. We must create a world that has a place for everyone, not just the academically
talented. But we’ll never achieve this dream until the Cult of Smart is destroyed.
Involved: Writing for College, Writing for Your Self helps students to understand their college experience as a way of
advancing their own personal concerns and to draw substance from their reading and writing assignments. By enabling
students to understand what it is they are being asked to write{u2014}from basic to complex communications{u2014}and
how they can go about fulfilling those tasks meaningfully and successfully, this book helps students to develop
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themselves in all the ways the university offers. This edition of the book has been adapted from the print edition,
published in 1997 by Houghton Mifflin. Copyrighted materials{u2014}primarily images and examples within the
text{u2014}have been removed from this edition. -#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PHENOMENON More than 6 million copies sold A Reese Witherspoon x Hello
Sunshine Book Club Pick A Business Insider Defining Book of the Decade "I can't even express how much I love this
book! I didn't want this story to end!"--Reese Witherspoon "Painfully beautiful."--The New York Times Book Review For
years, rumors of the "Marsh Girl" have haunted Barkley Cove, a quiet town on the North Carolina coast. So in late 1969,
when handsome Chase Andrews is found dead, the locals immediately suspect Kya Clark, the so-called Marsh Girl. But
Kya is not what they say. Sensitive and intelligent, she has survived for years alone in the marsh that she calls home,
finding friends in the gulls and lessons in the sand. Then the time comes when she yearns to be touched and loved.
When two young men from town become intrigued by her wild beauty, Kya opens herself to a new life--until the
unthinkable happens. Where the Crawdads Sing is at once an exquisite ode to the natural world, a heartbreaking comingof-age story, and a surprising tale of possible murder. Owens reminds us that we are forever shaped by the children we
once were, and that we are all subject to the beautiful and violent secrets that nature keeps.
From a Nobel Prize–winning pioneer in environmental economics, an innovative account of how and why “green
thinking” could cure many of the world’s most serious problems—from global warming to pandemics Solving the world’s
biggest problems—from climate catastrophe and pandemics to wildfires and corporate malfeasance—requires, more than
anything else, coming up with new ways to manage the powerful interactions that surround us. For carbon emissions and
other environmental damage, this means ensuring that those responsible pay their full costs rather than continuing to
pass them along to others, including future generations. In The Spirit of Green, Nobel Prize–winning economist William
Nordhaus describes a new way of green thinking that would help us overcome our biggest challenges without sacrificing
economic prosperity, in large part by accounting for the spillover costs of economic collisions. In a discussion that ranges
from the history of the environmental movement to the Green New Deal, Nordhaus explains how the spirit of green
thinking provides a compelling and hopeful new perspective on modern life. At the heart of green thinking is a recognition
that the globalized world is shaped not by isolated individuals but rather by innumerable interactions inside and outside
the economy. He shows how rethinking economic efficiency, sustainability, politics, profits, taxes, individual ethics,
corporate social responsibility, finance, and more would improve the effectiveness and equity of our society. And he
offers specific solutions—on how to price carbon, how to pursue low-carbon technologies, how to design an efficient tax
system, and how to foster international cooperation through climate clubs. The result is a groundbreaking new vision of
how we can have our environment and our economy too.
State birds, flowers, trees, and animals brought to board book form for the youngest book lovers. Toddlers will delight in
these books filled with rhyming riddles framed by brightly painted clues, introducing elements that make each state so
special.
Designed primarily for elementary and middle school students, each of the 15 lessons in this guide introduces an economics concept through
activities with modeling clay.
The focus of this book is on exploring effective strategies in higher education that promote meaningful learning and go beyond discipline
boundaries, with a special emphasis on Subjectivity Learning, Refreshing Lecturing, Learning through Construction, Learning through
Transaction, Transformative Learning, Using Technology, and Assessment for Learning and Teaching in particular. The research collected in
this book is all based on empirical studies and includes research methods and findings that will be of great interest to teachers and
researchers in the area of higher education. The main benefit readers will derive from this book is a meaningful insight into what other
teachers around the world are doing in higher education and what lessons they have learned, which will support them in their own teaching.
James Loewen has revised Teaching What Really Happened, the bestselling, go-to resource for social studies and history teachers wishing
to break away from standard textbook retelling of the past. In addition to updating the scholarship and anecdotes throughout, the second
edition features a timely new chapter entitled "Truth" that addresses how traditional and social media can distort current events and historical
record. Helping students understand what really happened in the past will empower them to use history as a tool to argue for better policies in
the present. Our society needs engaged citizens now more than ever, and this book offers teachers concrete ideas for getting students
excited about history while also teaching them to read critically. It will specifically help teachers and students tackle important content areas,
including Eurocentrism, the American Indian experience, and slavery. Book Features: an up-to-date assessment of the potential and pitfalls of
U.S. and world history education; information to help teachers expect, and get good performance from students of all racial, ethnic, and
socioeconomic backgrounds; strateiges for incorporating project-oriented self-learning, having students conduct online historical reserch, and
teaching historiography; ideas from teachers across the country.
Uneasy about her new substitute teacher, Susan Simmons' suspicions about Mr. Smith are confirmed when she discovers he is an alien
determined to bring some sixth-grade specimens back to his planet.
Haunting the Outer Banks is a classic collection of North Carolina's legends and ghost tales from the coast. The houses aren't the only things
haunted in this book, as ghosts walk the beaches, pirates lurk deep in the forests, and spectral ships sail the dark waters of the Atlantic
Ocean. Read about cursed lighthouses and haunted restaurants, bloody murders and tragic losses. Kids tempt fate as the try to match wits
with otherworldly spirits. Adults face off against the most dangerous of pirates, only made worse by the fact that he is already long dead. Here
ghosts walk the streets of Ocracoke, strange and magical creatures hide in the forests of Roanoke Island, and eerie lights appear across land
and sea. Discover some old classics and new tales of terror in Haunting The Outer Banks.
The Classroom MiniEconomy is a handson form of instruction that prepares students to function in today's rapidly changing and
interdependent world. This guide shows teachers how to implement the MiniEconomy in their classrooms with an advanced section dedicated
to middle school classes.
She was the spirited daughter of a North Carolina plantation owner, and he was a poor fisherman who she tutored on the porch of her
family's Nags Head cottage. When we last saw Abigail Sinclair and Ben Whimble at the close of The Outer Banks House, they'd overcome
their differences in life stations and defied convention to begin their new life together. But now it's seven years later, and Return to the Outer
Banks House finds the couple married and in hard times-riddled by poverty, miscarriages, and weakened family ties. The strong bonds that
once held them together have eroded over time, and their marriage threatens to unravel, particularly when relationships from the past and
ambitions for the future find their way into the mismatched couple's present predicament. Can their love survive? Or are the challenges they
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face insurmountable? Return to the Outer Banks House carries readers back to 1875 to answer these questions and explore the ebb and flow
of a rocky marriage set against the enchanting North Carolina shoreline. Replete with history, intrigue, and plenty of maritime drama, it's an
evocative tale of struggle in the Reconstruction-era South.

"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring sections on how to use World Book,
other research aids, pronunciation key, a student guide to better writing, speaking, and research skills, and
comprehensive index"-Of the over four dozen lighthouses that once marked the jagged shoreline of North Carolina, only nine still stand,
watching over 300 miles of coast. These beacons are cherished monuments of North Carolina history. In addition to
warning ships to safer waters, they now draw thousands of visitors each year. With this book, cofounders of the Outer
Banks Lighthouse Society Cheryl Shelton-Roberts and Bruce Roberts provide a well-researched, human-centered, and
beautifully illustrated history of these towering structures. The authors offer stories—including the misadventures of Civil
War spies and the threat of looming German U-boats off the North Carolina coast—that provide important context and
meaning to the history of North Carolina's lighthouses. From Cape Fear to Currituck Beach, every still-standing
lighthouse is lovingly described alongside their architects, builders, and keepers and the sailors who depended on the
lighthouses to keep them from harm.
A drug researcher develops a Methusaleh serum - a new drug that reverses aging in human cells. While it is being
sought by all from crime bosses to the US President, two police must keep the serum and formula safe.
In 1898, twelve-year-old Ben rescues a near-drowned girl from a shipwreck off the Outer Banks of North Carolina.
Although the girl, named Teetoncey, becomes part of his family, she will not utter a single word.
Back in print A longtime favorite of several generations of Tar Heels, Taffy of Torpedo Junction is the thrilling adventure
story of thirteen-year-old Taffy Willis, who, with the help of her pony and dog, exposes a ring of Nazi spies operating from
a secluded house on Hatteras Island, North Carolina, during World War II. For readers of all ages, the book brings to life
the dramatic wartime events on the Outer Banks, where German U-boats turned an area around Cape Hatteras into
'Torpedo Junction' by sinking more than sixty American vessels in just a six-month period in 1942. Taffy has been
enjoyed by young and old alike since it was first published in 1957.
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